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Mechanical vibrations of core internals are among the main perturbations that induce oscillations in the
neutron flux field, also known as neutron noise. In this work, different simulation models for the study of
the influence of the mechanical vibrations of fuel assemblies on the neutron flux in the reactor core have
been discussed. These methodologies employ the diffusion approximation, with or without a previous
homogenization model, to simulate the neutron noise in the time or the frequency domain. The
diffusion-based approach is expected to be less accurate in the vicinity of the vibrating fuel assemblies,
but correct when considering distances larger than a few diffusion lengths away from the perturbation.
All methodologies provide consistent results and can reproduce typical features of the neutron noise
induced by mechanical vibrations of core components. First, FEMFFUSION can perform simulations in
both the time and frequency domains. Second, CORE SIM + can be used to study various neutron noise
scenarios in realistic three-dimensional reactor configurations. The third methodology is centred on using
commercial codes as CASMO-5, SIMULATE-3 and SIMULATE-3K. This methodology allows time domain
simulations of the neutron noise induced by different neutron noise sources in a nuclear reactor.
Finally, a model for time-dependent geometry is implemented for the code system ATHLET/QUABOX-
CUBBOX employing a cross-section-based approach for encoding water gap width variations at the
reflector.
� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In the area of core monitoring, detection of reactor perturba-
tions gives the possibility to take proper actions before such prob-
lems lead to safety concerns or impact plant availability. The
CORTEX project (Demazière et al., 2018), aims at developing an
innovative core monitoring methodology that allows detecting
anomalies in nuclear reactors, such as excessive vibrations of core
internals, flow blockage and coolant inlet perturbations. This
methodology is based on using the fluctuations of the neutron flux
around its steady state value, known as neutron noise, recorded by
in-core and ex-core detectors. The main benefit of this method is
that it can be applied on-line without disrupting plant operation.
Furthermore, the method is non-intrusive, i.e. no additional pertur-
bation needs to be introduced.

A correlation between the stiffness of fuel assemblies (FA) and
neutron noise levels was experimentally demonstrated (Seidl
et al., 2015), indicating the direct effect of FA vibrations onto the
neutron noise. FA vibrations have been studied from a mechanical
point of view in (Park et al., 2003 and Fry et al., 1984). Natural fre-
quencies range from 0.8 Hz to 24.5 Hz depending on the idealized
form of bearing and their building materials. The amplitude of the
vibration ranges can reach up to 1 mm. However, there can be
amplitudes greater than 1 mm in case of synchronous motions.

This work is dedicated to the study of the influence of the
mechanical vibrations of Fuel Assemblies (FA) on the neutron flux
in nuclear reactors. These mechanical vibrations are among the
main reasons that induce reactor neutron noise. To model
this effect, different codes and methodologies are explained in
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the present work, namely FEMFFUSION-TD, FEMFFUSION-FD, CORE
SIM+, SIMULATE3/SIMULATE-3 K and QUABOX-CUBBOX. Table 1
shows a comparison of the main characteristics of these codes
and the associated methodologies for the modelling of the effect
of the neutron noise source.

The codes SIMULATE3/SIMULATE3K and QUABOX-CUBBOX are
general nuclear suites for the simulation of a wide variety of
dynamic conditions inside an operating nuclear reactor, and they
have been adapted to be able to model FA vibrations. Other codes
have been developed specifically to simulate the effects of neutron
noise sources, namely FEMFFUSION-TD, FEMFFUSION-FD and
CORE SIM+.

Some codes use a time-domain integration of the diffusion
approximation, varying the cross sections along the transient as
FEMFFUSION-TD, SIMULATE-3 K and QUABOX-CUBBOX. Other
codes like CORE SIM + and FEMFFUSION-FD rely on a first-order
perturbation approximation in the frequency-domain to model
the effect of the vibrating assembly. This last methodology has
been widely applied in the past to model small oscillating fluctua-
tions in simplified problems (Pázsit, 1977).

The methodologies may differ for the modelling of the neutron
noise source. One approach is to introduce the perturbation on the
spatial domain where the vibration occurs. On this domain, the
perturbation is thus defined as the change of the cross-section
compared to its steady-state value. Another approach uses neutron
transport codes such as CASMO or SERPENT to re-homogenize the
regions according to the different positions of the fuel assembly FA
during the vibration. In this way, they build a water gap model that
identifies each position of the moving FA with a cross section.
Unlike the first approach, the second one is not linear.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
describes the modelling strategy with FEMFFUSION both in the fre-
quency and the time domains and shows some numerical results of
this strategy. Then, Section 3 explains how to model FA vibrations
with CORE SIM + for three-dimensional reactors. Section 4 and Sec-
tion 5 are devoted to investigate the strategies that used homoge-
nization through a water gap model. In this way, Section 4
investigates the methodology with SIMULATE3/SIMULATE3K and
Section 5 studies the methodology with KMACS-ATHLET-
QUABOX-CUBBOX. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main conclu-
sions of the article.
2. Modelling strategy with FEMFFUSION

The modelling strategy developed with the open code FEMFFU-
SION (Vidal-Ferràndiz et al., 2021) is based on comparing the time-
Table 1
Codes and methodologies used for FA vibrations.

Code Domain Neut
Equa

FEMFFUSION-TD Time Domain Diffu

FEMFFUSION-FD Frequency Domain Diffu

CORE SIM+ Frequency Domain Diffu

SIMULATE3/ Time Domain Diffu
SIMULATE-3 K (S3K)

QUABOX- Time Domain Diffu
CUBBOX

2

domain methodologies with frequency-domain models of vibrat-
ing FA (Vidal-Ferràndiz et al., 2020; Carreño et al., 2022).

2.1. Time domain methodology

One possible approach to simulate transients associated with
moving parts inside the reactor core is to use the time dependent
neutron diffusion equation, which is an approximation of the neu-
tron transport equation widely used to study the behaviour of
nuclear reactors. The neutron diffusion equation assumes that
the neutron current is proportional to the gradient of the neutron
flux by means of a diffusion coefficient. Although a transport-based
solution without spatial homogenization would be required to
properly catch the effect of local noise sources, some studies
revealed that a diffusion-based solution correctly represents a
transport-based solution a few mean free paths away from the
noise source and from strong heterogeneities (Yamamoto, 2013).

Particularly, the two energy groups approximation of this equa-
tion is considered, assuming that fission neutrons are born in the
fast group and there is no up-scattering. This model is of the form

v�1
� �

@U
@t þLU ¼ ð1� bÞMUþ

XK
k¼1

kkvCk;

@Ck
@t ¼ bk mRf1 mRf2

� �
U� kkCk; k ¼ 1; . . . ;K;

ð1Þ

where K is the number of delayed neutron precursors groups con-
sidered, and the matrices are defined as

v�1
� �¼ 1

v1
0

0 1
v2

 !
; L¼ �~r D1

~r
� �

þRa1þR12 0

�R12 �~rD2
~rþRa2

0
@

1
A;

M¼ mRf1 mRf2

0 0

� �
; U¼ /1

/2

� �
; v¼ 1

0

� �
;

where /1 and /2 are the fast and thermal neutron fluxes, respec-
tively. The diffusion coefficients, Dg , and the absorption, Rag , fission,
Rfg , and scattering cross sections from fast to the thermal group,
R12, with g ¼ 1;2, depend on the reactor materials, that is, they
are position and time dependent functions. The parameter bk is
the yield of delayed neutrons in the k-th precursors group and kk
is the corresponding decay constant. Both coefficients are related
to the delayed neutron precursor decay. Other quantities have their
usual notation.

The finite element method (FEM) code, developed at Universitat
Politècnica de València (UPV) to solve the time-dependent neutron
diffusion equation with vibrating elements, is an option of a more
ron Cross-Section Numerical
tion modelling of examples

the noise
source

sion Volume 2D FA vibrations
Averaged

sion Volume 2D FA vibrations
Averaged

sion Volume FA vibrations and
Averaged Core Barrel

vibrations
sion Water gap model FA vibrations and

CASMO-5 Core barrel
vibrations

sion Water gap model Core barrel
SCALE vibrations



Fig. 1. Schematic disposition for a 1D displacement of a vibrating assembly.
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general neutronic code, FEMFFUSION (Vidal-Ferràndiz et al., 2021),
called namely FEMFFUSION-TD. This solver is an open-source C++
neutronic code that solves the multigroup neutron transport equa-
tion using the diffusion approximation or the SPN approximation.
The code uses the continuous Galerkin finite element method to
be able to deal with any type of geometry and any problem dimen-
sion (1D, 2D and 3D problems).

2.1.1. Steady-state configuration
For a given transient analysis in a reactor core, usually, a static

configuration of the reactor is considered as initial condition. Asso-
ciated with the time dependent neutron diffusion equation, (1),
there is the generalized eigenvalue problem:

LU ¼ 1
k
MU; ð2Þ

which, in the approximation of two groups of energy without up-
scattering, is expressed as

�~rðD1
~rÞ þ Ra1 þ R12 0

�R12 �~rðD2
~rÞ þ Ra2

 !
/1

/2

� �

¼ 1
k

mRf1 mRf2

0 0

� �
/1

/2

� �
: ð3Þ

The fundamental eigenvalue (the largest one) is called the k-
effective of the reactor core (keff ). This eigenvalue and its corre-
sponding eigenfunction describe the steady state neutron distribu-
tion in the core. In this way, the calculation of the stationary
neutron flux distribution is the first step for any transient analysis.
To solve the problem defined by (2) a spatial discretization of the
equations has to be selected. In this work, a high order Galerkin
finite element method is used (Vidal-Ferràndiz et al., 2014;
Vidal-Ferràndiz et al., 2020).

2.1.2. Spatial and time discretizations
Once the spatial discretization is performed, the semi-discrete

two energy groups time dependent neutron diffusion equation
together with the neutron precursors concentration equations are
of the form

~v�1� � dU
dt

þ LU ¼ 1� beffð ÞMUþ
XK
k¼1

kkXCk; ð4Þ

P
Ck

dt
¼ bk M11 M12ð ÞU� kkPCk; k ¼ 1; . . . ;K; ð5Þ

where L and M are the matrices obtained from the spatial dis-
cretization of operators L and M. U and Ck are now the vector
of coefficients of the fast and thermal neutron fluxes and the
precursors’ concentration in terms of the polynomials used in
the finite element method. The matrices X and ~v�1

� �
are

defined as

X ¼ P

0

� �
; ~v�1� � ¼ Pv�1

1 0

0 Pv�1
2

 !
;

where the matrix P is the mass matrix of the spatial discretization.
For the time discretization of these equations, a first order back-
ward method is used (Vidal-Ferràndiz et al., 2016). Using this
method at each time step, a large system of linear equations must
be solved:

Tnþ1Unþ1 ¼ RnUn þ
XK
k¼1

kke�kkDtnXCn
k ; ð6Þ
3

where Dtn ¼ tnþ1 � tn, the matrices are defined as

Tnþ1 ¼ 1
Dtn

~v�1
� �þ Lnþ1 � âMnþ1;

Rn ¼ 1
Dtn

~v�1
� � ¼ 1

Dt

Pv�1
1 0

0 Pv�1
2

 !
;

and the coefficients are

â ¼ 1� beff þ
XK
k¼1

bk 1� ekkDtn
� 	

; beff ¼
XK
k¼1

bk:

The preconditioned BICGSTAB method has been chosen to solve
these systems, and the preconditioner used has been the incom-
plete LU preconditioner together with a reordering of the matrix
to decrease the fill-in. This system of equations is large and sparse
and must be solved for each new time step with a high accuracy
(tol = 10�12) to be able to distinguish the time dependent neutron
noise from the static neutron flux, since the spatial scales of the
problem are very different. The mechanical vibration is of the order
of few millimetres, and the homogenized fuel assemblies are of the
order of tens of centimetres.

The time step Dtn is maintained constant during all the tran-
sient. Small time-steps are usually used to solve the neutron diffu-
sion equation when the term ~v�1

� �
dU
dt of Eq. (4) must be accurately

represented. However, this term is important only when the neu-
tron flux changes at least one decade over a millisecond. This is
not the case of neutron noise analysis calculations. In this way, a
time step of Dt ¼ 10�2 s has been proven to give accurate results.
Nevertheless a time step of Dt ¼ 10�4 s has been used to ensure
the convergence of the results. An alternative approach using adap-
tive method to solve the time dependent neutron diffusion equa-
tion is presented in (Carreño et al., 2021).

2.1.3. Fuel assembly vibration simulation in the time-domain
The simulation of the assembly vibration is done by changing in

time the homogenized cross-sections of the corresponding materi-
als using a simple volume averaged method. This method for a 1D
geometry is schematized in Fig. 1.

The movement of the assembly is taken into account, changing
the value of the homogenized cross-sections accordingly to
volume-homogenized equations

~Ra�1 ¼ Ra�1; ~Ra ¼ 1
La

Ra�1Dxþ Ra La � Dxð Þð Þ;
~Raþ1 ¼ 1

Laþ1
RaDxþ Raþ1 Laþ1 � Dxð Þð Þ:

ð7Þ

A similar model is considered for 2D and 3D rectangular geome-
tries. Fig. 2.

Finally, to compare the results obtained from the time-domain
analysis with the ones obtained with the frequency-domain
methodology, we define the neutron noise in the time-domain as:



Fig. 2. Scheme of the methodology employed in FEMFFUSION-TD.
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d/ðr; tÞ ¼ /ðr; tÞ � /ðr;0Þ: ð8Þ
Fig. 3. Vibrating interface between two regions.
2.2. Frequency domain methodology

The neutron diffusion equation in the frequency-domain has
already been successfully used to study other neutron noise
sources (Demazière and Andhill, 2005; Demazière, 2006;
Demazière and Pázsit, 2009). This section discusses the
frequency-domain methodology developed by UPV based on
FEMFFUSION and called FEMFFUSION-FD. This tool uses the usual
two energy groups diffusion approximation in the frequency-
domain in the first-order neutron noise approximation. This code
is similar CORE SIM+ (Demazière, 2011; Mylonakis et al., 2021).

The first-order neutron noise theory expresses every time-
dependent term UðtÞ as the sum of its mean value, U0, and the fluc-
tuation dU around U0:

U ~r; tð Þ ¼ U0 ~rð Þ þ dU ~r; tð Þ: ð9Þ
The fluctuations are assumed to be small compared to the mean

values. This allows to neglect second-order terms. Also, the fluctu-
ations of the diffusion coefficients are neglected, so dDg ¼ 0 is
assumed. Then, a Fourier transform is applied to the neutron diffu-
sion equation. Thus, the first-order neutron noise equation can be
written as (Demazière, 2011):

� ~r D~rd/ ~r;xð Þ
� �

þ Rdynd/ ~r;xð Þ ¼ dS ~r;xð Þ: ð10Þ

The perturbation source term dS ~r;xð Þ is given by the frequency-
domain changes in the cross-sections:

dS ~r;xð Þ¼ dS1 ~r;xð Þ
dS2 ~r;xð Þ

� �
¼ /S½ �dR12þ /a½ � dRa1

dRa2

� �
þ 1
keff

/f

� � dmRf1

dmRf2

� �
;

ð11Þ
where

D¼ D1 0
0 D2

� �
; Rdyn ¼

�R1 mRf2 1� ixbeff
ixþkeff

� �
;

R12 Ra2 þ ix
v2

� �
0
B@

1
CA

/s½ � ¼ �/1

/1

� �
; /a½ � ¼ /1 0

0 /2

� �
; /f

� �¼ 1� ixbeff
ixþkeff

� � /1 /2

0 0

� �
;

R1 ¼ Ra þ ix
v1
þR12 � mRf1 1� ixbeff

ixþkeff

� �
:

ð12Þ
The quantities /1 and /2 are the steady state fast and thermal

neutron fluxes. The effective constants for the delayed neutron
precursor, beff and keff , can be calculated as

beff ¼
XK
k¼1

bk; keff ¼ beffXK
k¼1

bk
kk

:

4

The neutron noise equation is a partial differential equation
with complex coefficients that has to be solved after the static
solution is obtained. The related static eigenvalue problem must
be solved with the same spatial discretization as the frequency-
domain neutron noise equation to get coherent results. Applying
the continuous Galerkin finite element discretization to Eq. (10)
leads to an algebraic linear system of equation with the following
block structure:

A11 A12

A21 A22

� �
d/1

d/2

� �
¼ dS1

dS2

� �
; ð13Þ

where d/1 and d/2 are the algebraic vectors of weights of the noise
associated with the fast and thermal neutron fluxes, respectively.

It must be noted that in the time-domain approach a linear sys-
tem must be solved for each time step, resulting in a large amount
of linear systems resolutions for a typical transient, but in the
frequency-domain approach only a linear system in the complex
domain must be solved. This system is only solved for the specific
frequency of the noise source, and this makes this methodology
cheaper than the time-domain strategy in terms of the computa-
tional cost. The complex linear system is solved with the help of
the PETSc library (Balay et al., 2021) using the GMRES solver to
obtain d/1 and d/2, which are complex quantities.

The results are presented in terms of the fast and thermal neu-
tron noise amplitudes, d/1j j and d/2j j and the neutron noise phase,
argðd/1Þ and argðd/2Þ, corresponding to the argument of the com-
plex number in the ½�180�;180�� interval. Sometimes, it is conve-
nient to represent the relative neutron noise amplitude defined as

d/1j jREL ¼
d/1j j
/1

; d/2j jREL ¼
d/2j j
/2

;

where /1 and /2 are the steady-state fast and thermal neutron
fluxes, respectively, previously solved using the same spatial
discretization.

2.2.1. Fuel assembly vibration simulation in the frequency-domain
There are different models to describe the vibration of a FA in

the frequency-domain. In frequency domain codes, we have used
the e=D model, in which the vibration is converted into a spatially
localized cross-section perturbation (Pázsit, 1977; Pázsit and
Demazière, 2010).

Assuming a nodal representation of the system (i.e. each FA is
replaced by homogenized regions), one oscillating FA can be mod-
elled as two moving interfaces between homogeneous materials.
For the sake of illustration, we consider hereafter two adjacent
homogeneous regions and the corresponding possible displace-
ment of the boundary between those regions, as shown in Fig. 3.

The cross section Ra, near the interface x ¼ b between two
material regions, can be described as

RaðxÞ ¼ 1�Hðx� bÞð ÞRI
a þHðx� bÞRII

a; ð14Þ

where H is the unit step function, RI
a and RII

a are the cross sections
at region I and II, respectively.
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A moving interface as bðtÞ ¼ b0 þ A sin xpt
� 	

, results in

Raðx; tÞ ¼ 1�H x� b0 � A sin xpt
� 	� 	� 	

RI
a

þH x� b0 � A sin xpt
� 	� 	

RII
a: ð15Þ

Using the first order Taylor expansion around x� b0, the cross-
section perturbation can be expressed as:

dRaðx; tÞ ¼ RI
a � RII

a

� �
A sin xpt

� 	
d x� b0ð Þ; ð16Þ

and, in the frequency-domain, the perturbation can be written as
follows:

dRaðx;xÞ ¼ �ipA RI
a � RII

a

� �
d x� b0ð Þ d x�xp

� 	þ d xþxp
� 	� 	

:

ð17Þ
If the perturbation is introduced node-wise, one could assume

that the perturbed region is x 2 b0 � A; b0 þ A½ � at angular fre-

quency xp, with an average value of dRa ¼ � 1
2 ip RI

a � RII
a

� �
in the

perturbed region. If the spatial mesh used does not match the per-
turbed region, the perturbation must be scaled accordingly. In
(Rouchon, 2016), we can find the full analytical expression for
the model of a vibrating FA in the frequency-domain. This model
highlights the fact that a monochromatic displacement introduces
polychromatic perturbations of the homogenized cross-sections on
which the boundary is moving. This is due to the fact that those
homogenized regions are perturbed only during parts of the vibra-
tion period.

To test the accuracy of the first order approximation, a numer-
ical Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of a time-dependent cross section
Raðx; tÞ is calculated. The numerical FFT was obtained for a one-
dimensional moving interface perturbation with RI

a � RII
a ¼ 1 and

a frequency of 1 Hz.
Fig. 4 shows the spectrum of the perturbation at different spa-

tial points using the FFT. The amplitude of the cross-section pertur-
bation is maximum at 1 Hz, and the amplitudes at other
frequencies are smaller. This Figure also shows the absolute value
of the amplitude of the perturbation, dRaj j, at 1 Hz for the numer-
ical FFT and the first order approximation. The first order approx-
imation has the same perturbation integral as the FFT, and it can
be introduced using only one node.

The higher harmonics corresponding to frequencies of 2 Hz,
3 Hz and 4 Hz are usually not taken into account in frequency-
Fig. 4. Amplitude and spectrum of the num

5

domain codes. These higher harmonics require additional calcula-
tions, as the frequency-domain codes solve one frequency each
time. Here, we study the contributions of those higher harmonics
by solving the time-dependent problem with FEMFFUSION. In this
way, the time-domain approach does not decompose the perturba-
tion and does not require any assumption in the perturbation
source. In (Rouchon, 2016), more results corresponding to the
higher harmonics of the noise source are given.

2.3. Numerical results

2.3.1. Two-dimensional BIBLIS benchmark
The BIBLIS 2D benchmark is selected to compare the frequency

and time-domain analysis for a vibrating FA. This is a classical two-
group neutron diffusion problem taken as a benchmark for differ-
ent numerical codes. The material and geometry definition of the
benchmark can be found in (Hébert, 1985). The problem is made
critical before starting the time-dependent calculation by dividing
mRfg by keff .

The assembly in the position (6,6) is selected to be oscillating
along the x direction as

xiðtÞ ¼ xi0 þ A sin xpt
� 	

;

where xiðtÞ represents each position of the vibrating assembly in
one oscillation, originally placed at xi0. The selected amplitude of
the movement is A ¼ 1 mm and the frequency of the vibration is
1 Hz, i.e.xp ¼ 2p. The perturbation for the time-domain calculation
is inserted by changing the cross sections at each time step and
modelling the movement of the FA by volume-averaged cross sec-
tions. For the frequency-domain calculation, the perturbation is
inserted according to the first order approximation as explained
in Section 2.2.1. In this way, the perturbation is inserted cell wise
in the adjacent cells next to the moving FA as shown in Fig. 5.

The value of the cross sections and the perturbed cross sections
are given in (Vidal-Ferràndiz et al., 2020) following the formula,

dRa ¼ �i p2 RI
a � RII

a

� �
. Two perturbed regions are then defined:

one on the left and one on the right, respectively, of the moving
boundary of the vibrating FA. These regions have the same cross-
section perturbation amplitude but a phase lag of 180�.

Due to the different scales of the problem, a fine mesh needs to
be used to accurately solve the problem. In the time-domain anal-
ysis, a refined spatial mesh in the surroundings of the moving FA
erical FFT at different spatial points.



Fig. 5. Materials and perturbed regions of the 2D BIBLIS reactor.
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with 869 cells and cubic polynomials in the FEM are used. In the
frequency-domain analysis, a uniform mesh of 4624 cells is
employed. If these fine meshes were not used, the effect of the
FA vibration could be overestimated (Vidal-Ferràndiz et al., 2020).

Fig. 6 shows the spatial distribution of the amplitude of the rel-
ative neutron noise in the frequency-domain, calculated with the
time-dependent code FEMFFUSION-TD at 1 Hz. In this figure, the
relative neutron noise is represented in percentage of the steady-
state neutron flux. It can be seen that the induced fast neutron
noise has an influence on larger scales through the reactor com-
pared to the thermal noise, due to the larger mean free path of fast
neutrons. On the other hand, the thermal noise is localized in the
surroundings of the oscillating FA. Two clear peaks can be observed
in these figures at the position of the moving interfaces, where the
cross sections change along the FA movement.
Fig. 6. Noise amplitudes for the
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When a small perturbation in a critical model without thermal–
hydraulic feedback is introduced (even a sinusoidal perturbation),
mathematically the system becomes unstable, since keff deviates
from unity. Nevertheless, in a real reactor, this change in criticality
is small and will be attenuated by the thermal–hydraulic feedback
that has a stabilizing effect or the reactivity control system of the
nuclear plant. In this case, the maximum change in reactivity is
only q ¼ keff � 1ð Þ=keff � 1:5� 10�8. Nevertheless, it is possible to
introduce some kind of average kinetic eigenvalue to mitigate this
effect (Gammicchia et al., 2020). This correction was not imple-
mented in this work because of the smallness of the perturbation
in reactivity. If the simulation were longer or the perturbation
greater, this kind of treatment would be necessary.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the relative amplitude and the
phase of neutron flux noise for the thermal group along
2D BIBLIS reactor at 1 Hz.
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y ¼ 150:2969 cm, obtained with the FEMFFUSION-TD code and the
CORE SIM + code, in other words, between the time-domain and
the frequency-domain approaches. A close agreement is observed
for both the amplitude and the phase of the neutron noise for
the vibration frequency at 1 Hz, especially far from the FA vibra-
tion. We can observe that the vibrating FA produces a phase
change from 90� to �90� in the induced noise. This Figure demon-
strates that a time step Dt ¼ 10�2 s is small enough to accurately
reproduce the noise amplitude results. Similar results are obtained
if the noise associated with the fast flux are compared.

The difference between the frequency-domain and the time-
domain approaches are small in regions far away from the
perturbation, although the relative differences at the perturbation
location are comparably bigger. This difference is mainly caused
by the spatial discretization error. The FEM approach is known to
better capture steep gradients, as is the case close to the noise
source.

Fig. 8 shows the thermal neutron noise magnitudes for three
different oscillation amplitudes and three different frequencies
calculated with FEMFFUSION-TD. Fig. 8a displays the neutron
noise amplitude associated with the thermal flux for different
vibrations amplitudes at the neutron detector, situated at
(x ¼ 104:0517; y ¼ 150:2969) cm. These results are calculated
with FEMFFUSION-TD. In these Figures, a proportional depen-
dency of the neutron noise magnitude with the amplitude of
the FA vibration amplitude can be observed. Fig. 8b shows the
fast and the thermal neutron noise magnitudes for three differ-
ent oscillation frequencies (0.02 Hz, 1 Hz and 50 Hz) computed
with FEMFFUSION-TD. Even though the 0.02 Hz and 50 Hz
frequencies are not realistic values for mechanical vibrations of
FA, they cover a wider range of possible frequencies to complete
the analysis.

2.3.2. Three-dimensional hexagonal VVER-1000 benchmark
As a case of study for a hexagonal reactor, a typical hexagonal

VVER-1000 reactor core is considered (Malmir and Vosoughi,
2015). This benchmark has a 1/12 reflective symmetry but, as
the inserted perturbation is not symmetrical, the whole reactor
must be modelled. The core is composed of 163 fuel assemblies
surrounded by 54 reflector cells. Fig. 9 shows the materials layout
of the core. The FA pitch is 23.6 cm, and the active height is 355 cm.
Fig. 7. Relative thermal noise for 2D BIBLI
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Therefore, the total height is 426 cm, including 35.5 cm thick
reflectors in the upper and the lower part of the core. The reactor
is discretized into 24 planes, each one of them of 17.75 cm thick.

A generic absorber of variable strength is inserted in the FA
marked with a cross (�) in Fig. 9, on the plane 12. Such a noise
source corresponds to a 10% perturbation of the cross sections
Ra1 and Ra2.

Table 2 shows the convergence of the solution depending on the
methodology employed, and the polynomial degree used in the
FEM shape functions, the Finite Element Degree (FED). To compare
the solutions, we have defined the following error indicators:

fg ¼100� 1
Nc

XNc

c¼1

j jd�/c;g j � jd�/�
c;g j j

jd�/�
c;g j

%; g ¼ 1;2; ð18Þ

gg ¼100� 1
Nc

XNc

c¼1

j arg d�/c;g
� 	� arg d�/�

c;g

� �
j

j arg d�/�
c;g

� �
j

%; g ¼ 1;2; ð19Þ

where the values with � represent the reference results that are
extracted with a very accurate time-domain calculation obtained
with FED = 5 and Dt ¼ 10�4s. The quantity d�/c;g is the average neu-
tron noise at the hexagonal cell c. The parameter Nc is the number
of hexagonal cells in the reactor.

Fig. 10 presents the relative noise magnitude for both the fast
and the thermal fluxes. Fig. 11 displays the neutron noise phase
obtained with FED = 3 and with the frequency-domain approach.
The results show that the thermal neutron noise is mostly local-
ized, while the fast neutron noise has influence over a wider
region. Also, for this perturbation, the phase of the neutron noise
is similar throughout the entire reactor. Table 2 shows the neutron
noise results comparison for the frequency-domain and time-
domain methodologies employed and the FED ranging from 1 to
3. This Table shows that the differences between the frequency-
domain and time-domain methodologies using the same FED are
small, validating both methodologies. It also indicates that calcula-
tions with linear shape functions do not provide accurate enough
results.

These results verify both the frequency-domain methodology
and the time-domain methodology against a generic absorber of
variable strength in a selected location in a three-dimensional
hexagonal reactor.
S reactor in y ¼ 150:2969 cm at 1 Hz.



Fig. 8. Noise magnitude comparison for different amplitudes and frequencies of vibrations in the 2D BIBLIS reactor at y ¼ 150:2969 cm computed with FEMFFUSION-TD.

Fig. 9. Material layout of the VVER-1000 benchmark.
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3. Modelling strategy with CORE SIM+

The computational tool CORE SIM + is developed to model the
reactor transfer function and simulate scenarios induced by neu-
tron noise sources such as mechanical vibrations of fuel assemblies
Table 2
Convergence table for the noise of 3D VVER-1000 reactor.

Methodology FED f1
(%)

Frequency-domain 1 10.51
Frequency-domain 2 1.58
Frequency-domain 3 0.42

Time-domain 1 11.63
Time-domain 2 1.23
Time-domain 3 0.19
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and of the core barrel (Mylonakis et al., 2021). The simulator relies
on the previous experience of CORE SIM (Demazière, 2011) and its
new improved numerical scheme allows a more accurate mod-
elling of neutron noise problems and more efficient numerical
performances. Such a scheme can make use of uniform or non-
uniform meshes for the spatial discretization of the neutron bal-
ance equations, and acceleration techniques and preconditioning
for increasing the convergence rate of the solution.

3.1. Governing equations

The tool CORE SIM + is based on a two-energy group diffusion
model. The calculation scheme first requires the solution of the
criticality problem associated with the system under study. After
the critical neutron flux is determined, the neutron noise is
obtained from the dynamic equations in the frequency domain.
For the calculation of the critical neutron flux / in a nuclear reac-
tor, CORE SIM + uses the 3-dimensional, 2-energy group neutron
diffusion equations:

r � D1 0
0 D2


 �
rþ �Ra1 � R12 0

R12 �Ra2


 �� 
� /1

/2


 �

¼ 1
keff

�mRf1 �mRf2

0 0


 �
� /1

/2


 �
: ð20Þ

Considering a neutron noise source in the critical system, the
induced neutron noise d/ is evaluated with the following dynamic
equations in the frequency domain:

r � D1 0
0 D2


 �
rþ Rcrit

dyn

� 
� d/1

d/2


 �
¼ dS1

dS2


 �
: ð21Þ
f2 g1 g2

(%) (%) (%)

10.58 0.03 0.03
1.58 0.04 0.04
0.42 0.04 0.04

11.70 0.02 0.02
1.25 0.00 0.00
0.20 0.00 0.00



Fig. 10. Relative noise amplitudes at the 3D VVER 1000 reactor.

Fig. 11. Noise phase at the mid-plane of 3D VVER 1000 reactor.
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The neutron noise source on the right-hand side of Eq. (21) is
modelled as small fluctuations of the macroscopic cross sections,
i.e.

dS1
dS2

� �
¼ /S½ �dR12 þ /a½ � dRa1

dRa2

� �
þ 1
keff

/f

� � dmRf1

dmRf2

� �
; ð22Þ

The notation used in Eqs. (20)–(22) is defined in Eq. (12), more
details of it can be found in, e.g., (Mylonakis et al., 2021). These
equations are similar to the equations studied in Section 2.2.
3.2. Numerical methods

The physical system is discretized using a rectilinear grid that is
selected before the calculation and is kept fixed for all the analysis.
The choice of a rectilinear grid allows the generation of non-
uniform meshes. Thus, it has the advantage that a finer resolution
can be specified for regions where perturbations are very localized
and the gradient of the neutron flux is strong, while coarser cells
are used for those regions where the spatial variation of the system
properties and of the neutron flux is less remarkable. Accordingly,
computational effort is saved without compromising the accuracy.
The spatial discretization scheme is such that Marshak or reflective
Boundary Conditions (BCs) can be used.
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After the spatial discretization of the equations, the static prob-
lem of Eq. (20) and the neutron noise problem of Eqs. 21,22 can be
respectively rewritten in matrix form as:

AcritUcrit ¼ 1
keff

FUcrit; ð23Þ
AnoisedUnoise ¼ Snoise; ð24Þ

In Eqs. 23,24, the coefficient matrices are large, sparse and
banded, and their size is 2N � 2N since the number of nodes of
the spatial grid is N and the neutron energy groups are 2. The
matrices are constructed using the coordinate format. This format
stores the diagonals in three vector-arrays of known length: one
containing the values of the non-zero entries, one integer array
containing their row indices and another integer array containing
their column indices. When all diagonals have been computed,
the matrix is assembled and stored in a compressed sparse matrix
format. Following this strategy, one operates on vector-arrays of
known length during the construction phase, avoiding any
dynamic allocation of a compressed sparse matrix that would
reduce the speed of the process.

Numerical methods suitable for a flexible neutron noise simula-
tor that allow fast convergence rates were investigated and dis-
cussed in (Mylonakis et al., 2020). Here, the methods used in
CORE SIM + are summarized.
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The steady-state system given in Eq. (23) is an eigenvalue prob-
lem and three options are available in CORE SIM + for their solu-
tion. The first method is the standard non-accelerated Power
Method (PM). The second option is PM accelerated with Chebyshev
polynomials (Ferguson and Derstine, 1977). The third alternative is
PM combined with a nonlinear acceleration based on the Jacobian
Free Newton Krylov (JFNK) algorithm, as proposed by (Gill and
Asmy, 2009). In reactor static calculations, Mylonakis et al.
(2020) showed that the JFNK-accelerated PM can meet tight con-
vergence criteria, which are not always feasible for the Chebyshev
accelerated PM.

Linear systems are generated from each iteration of PM when
solving the eigenvalue problems. In addition, the neutron noise
problem represents a fixed source problem, which requires the
solution of the linear system given in Eq. (24). As linear solver,
CORE SIM + applies the iterative Generalized Minimal RESidual
(GMRES) method. The acceleration of the convergence is obtained
from a preconditioner, that can be chosen between the Symmetric
Gauss–Seidel (SGS) preconditioner and the Incomplete LU with
zero fill-in - ILU(0) preconditioner. Externally constructed precon-
ditioners can also be provided as inputs to the solver.
3.3. Modelling of neutron noise sources

The tool CORE SIM + allows the simulation of neutron noise
induced by different types of perturbations. These perturbations
are described in terms of fluctuations of macroscopic neutron cross
sections according to Eq. (22) and can reproduce absorbers of vari-
able strength, vibrations of fuel assemblies, vibrations of the core
barrel, vibrations of control rods, and perturbations that are trans-
ported by the coolant flow along the axial direction of the core. A
detailed discussion on the modelling of these noise sources can
be found in (Demazière and Dokhane, 2019).
3.4. Calculation of neutron noise

Once the model of the source term has been built, two different
strategies for the calculation of the neutron noise are implemented
in CORE SIM+. The first strategy is to provide the model of the neu-
tron noise source to Eq. (21) via Eq. (22) and then calculate the
neutron noise directly from Eq. (21). The second strategy is to first
determine the Green’s functions Gg!g0 r; r0;xð Þ by solving Eq. (21)
where the source term for the energy group g is replaced with
the Dirac delta function and the source term for the other energy
group is equal to zero. Then the neutron noise is evaluated from
the convolution of the Green’s function and the noise source, i.e.

d/1

d/2


 �
¼

R
V G1!1 r;r0;xð ÞdS1 r0;xð ÞþG2!1 r;r0;xð ÞdS2 r0;xð Þ½ �d3r0R
V G1!2 r;r0;xð ÞdS1 r0;xð ÞþG2!2 r;r0;xð ÞdS2 r0;xð Þ½ �d3r0

" #
:

ð25Þ
The advantage of the second method is that the Green’s func-

tion is calculated just only once, and then it can be used to recon-
struct the neutron noise induced by any perturbation.
Fig. 12. Schematic of 3 fuel assemblies, with FA II vibrating in the x-direction and
FA I and III being fixed.
3.5. Simulation of neutron noise induced by vibrations in the core

The vibrations of core components are among the most relevant
neutron noise sources in a nuclear reactor. Therefore, two hypo-
thetical scenarios are hereafter analysed with CORE SIM+, in which
a vibration of a FA and a pendular vibration of the core barrel are
respectively prescribed in a PWR. For these simulations, the system
configuration is a MOX/UO2 core of a four-loop Westinghouse
PWR, see (Kozlowski and Downar, 2003).
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3.5.1. Fuel assembly vibration
The vibration of a FA is modelled using the so-called �=d

approximation (Pázsit, 1977). Accordingly, the macroscopic cross
sections are perturbed with d-functions at the interfaces between
the vibrating FA and the surrounding regions. The schematic in
Fig. 12 shows a one-dimensional configuration with three homog-
enized fuel assemblies, of which the FA II vibrates in the x-
direction. In this case, the fluctuation of the generic cross section
Ra;g in the frequency domain is given as:

dRa;g x; z;xð Þ ¼ h zð Þ�x xð Þd x� a0ð Þ Ra;g;I � Ra;g;II
� �

þ h zð Þ�x xð Þd x� b0ð Þ Ra;g;II � Ra;g;III
� �

: ð26Þ
The quantity �x xð Þ is the displacement of the vibrating FA along

x;h zð Þ is the axial shape of the perturbation, a0 is the equilibrium
position of the boundary between the fuel assemblies I and II,
and b0 is the equilibrium position of the boundary between the fuel
assemblies II and III. Eq. (26) is introduced in Eq. (22) so that the
proper noise source is built for the evaluation of the neutron noise.
Eq. (26) is similar to Eq. (17) but it takes into account the possibil-
ity of different axial shapes hðzÞ of the mechanical vibration.

Fuel assemblies in a nuclear reactor may vibrate according to
different patterns and modes. A FA vibration supported on both
sides and for its second vibration mode is considered hereafter.
For this case, the axial shape hðzÞ in Eq. (26) is given by the follow-
ing expression:

hðzÞ ¼ A sin kvzð Þ: ð27Þ
The parameter kv is equal to 2p=H, with H being the height of

the reactor.
Fig. 13 shows the radial distribution of the computed neutron

noise at elevation z ¼ 234:32 cm in the reactor core when oscillat-
ing the FA located at radial position x ¼ y ¼ 74:97 cm, in the North-
East quadrant, with a frequency of 7 Hz. As expected, the highest
relative amplitude is found in the vicinity of the vibrating FA
(Fig. 13a-b). The solver also predicts an out-of-phase behaviour
of the noise between the left and the right sides of the vibrating
FA (Fig. 13c-d). Such a feature is typical of the perturbation (e.g.,
Verma et al., 2019), although not systematically present, depend-
ing on the noise source position, system configuration and system
size. Fig. 14 gives the axial distribution of the thermal neutron
noise calculated for the FA in the centre of the core. The relative
amplitude has a minimum at mid-elevation (Fig. 14a), and the
noise in the upper and lower parts of the FA is out of phase
(Fig. 14b). This behaviour is consistent with the prescribed axial
shape of the noise source (Fig. 14c-d).

3.5.2. Core barrel pendular vibration
The vibration of the core barrel may occur according to different

modes. For the sake of illustration, only the pendular mode of the
core barrel vibration is considered hereafter. It consists of a relative
oscillation of the active fuel core with respect to the reflector, so it
is equivalent to a collective movement of all the fuel assemblies.
This type of core barrel vibration is modelled by introducing a per-
turbation at the boundary between the active core and reflector
regions. The perturbations for all the outer fuel assemblies are
computed with Eq. (26). The second term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (26) is zero for the fuel assemblies with the left boundary



Fig. 13. Radial distribution of the computed neutron noise induced by the vibration of a FA, at axial elevation z ¼ 234:32 cm.
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next to the reflector, whereas the first term is zero for the fuel
assemblies with the right boundary next to the reflector.

In this simulation, the frequency of the vibration is assumed to
be 7 Hz. Fig. 15 shows the computed neutron noise radial distribu-
tion at mid-elevation of the reactor core. As expected, the ampli-
tude is higher around the interface between the fuel region and
the reflector, i.e., the location of the noise source. The noise ampli-
tude is zero in the middle of the reactor, along the line perpendic-
ular to the direction of vibration, because of the symmetry of the
problem. The simulation predicts well the out-of-phase behaviour
between the two halves of the core, which is typical of the pertur-
bation. The fast and thermal components of the noise have oppo-
site phases; such a relationship is determined by the respective
weight and sign of the fast and thermal noise sources (Eq. (22))
via the coupled fast and thermal noise equations (Eq. (21)).
4. Modelling strategy with CASMO-5, SIMULATE-3 and
SIMULATE-3 K

The Studsvik Scandpower (SSP) developed codes as CASMO-5,
SIMULATE-3, and SIMULATE-3 K (S3K) (Ferrer, 2015; Cronin
et al., 1995; Grandi, 2011) that are commercially available
advanced simulation tools. These tools were adapted to be used
as a basis for numerical noise analysis. In this study, the tools are
used to model a certain type of mechanically vibrating noise
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source, i.e., FA vibrations, and study their impact on the neutron
noise phenomenology. An illustration of the sequence of the codes
is shown in Fig. 16.
4.1. Model

In this approach, FA vibration is assumed to be a stationary pro-
cess. The noise source is modelled in terms of fluctuations of two
group assembly-wise homogenized macroscopic cross sections.
This modelling approach is based on the principle that a vibrating
FA leads to time-dependent modification of the water-gap thick-
ness surrounding the FA in the direction of motion, which is
reflected in the perturbed cross sections. A detailed description
of the modelling steps involving the various simulations codes,
the delta-gap model, the assembly vibration model and the supple-
mentary MATLAB procedures is given below.

In the first step of modelling the neutron noise source, CASMO-
5 is employed to generate the two-group homogenized
macroscopic cross sections taking into account the vibrating fuel
assemblies via the varying water-gap widths using the ‘delta-gap
model’. To that effect, an additional delta gap branch calculation
is performed on top of the default standard case matrix. The delta
gap model assumes that the lateral vibration of a FA can be repre-
sented as modification of the water-gaps surrounding the moving
FA, instead of modelling physically oscillating fuel pins, and by



Fig. 14. Calculated axial thermal neutron noise for the FA located at the centre of the core (top) and prescribed axial perturbation associated with the vibrating FA (bottom).
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extension, fuel assemblies. The latter approach is referred to as the
fuel displacement model. Although the fuel displacement model
seems like a more obvious modelling choice, a detailed study to
confirm the validity of the delta gap model assumption was per-
formed (Chionis, 2020; Chionis et al., 2020), and it is noted that
only the delta gap model is compatible with S3K. To elaborate
the delta gap model, when a FA moves d mm in the positive x-
direction, the surrounding water-gap increases by d mm in the
negative x-direction and decreases by d mm in the direction of
FA motion. The perturbed cross-sections resulting from the
changes in water gap thicknesses are used to represent the vibrat-
ing fuel assemblies. As a limitation of the model, the execution of
the incremental water gap in the lattice calculation is dependent
on the lattice symmetry, i.e., only the nuclear data generated with
the quarter and octant lattice symmetries are compatible with the
downstream nodal codes. CASMO-5 does not perform an added
branch calculation for the generation of cross sections correspond-
ing to negative delta-gap widths for PWR fuel assemblies. The cross
sections corresponding to the negative delta-gap widths are
obtained in the latter steps at nodal level by means of
extrapolation.

In the next step, CMS-LINK5 code collects all the nuclear data
generated by the lattice and depletion calculations by CASMO-5
for every fuel segment, and post-processes them into a binary for-
matted library for further use by the nodal solvers, SIMULATE-3
and S3K. In SIMULATE-3, every FA is equally discretized into Z axial
nodes, and every node is further split into 2x2 planar sub-nodes for
a spatially precise solution. The cross-sections from CASMO-5 are
homogenized within each such sub-node. The two-group 3D
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diffusion equation is solved for each sub-node using the
two-group homogenized cross-sections, generated by CASMO-5,
interpolated at the local operating conditions. In addition, the ther-
mal–hydraulics model of SIMULATE-3 solves the total mixture
mass, energy, and momentum equations for each FA. A core-
follow calculation, evaluating the reactor state over one
operational cycle is performed, and SIMULATE-3 stores the state
points in ‘restart files’ for the transient nodal code S3K.

Lastly, SIMULATE-3 K, the three-dimensional two-group tran-
sient nodal code, reads the operating conditions of the core at
the analysed core state via the respective restart file, and then ini-
tiates the transient full core calculation to calculate three-
dimensional time-dependent two-group fluxes. The development
of the improved modules of S3K and the set of supplementary
MATLAB scripts was performed for modelling realistic scenarios
of FA vibrations involving flexibility to impose different vibrational
characteristics, modes and patterns to simultaneously vibrating
fuel assemblies. The earlier version of the model and its evolution
as well as study of various noise sources are described in previous
works (Chionis, 2020; Chionis et al., 2020). In the improved assem-
bly vibration model scheme, vibration of a central FA affecting the
water gap widths between the two neighbouring fuel assemblies
involves eight sub-nodes. To illustrate the model, a schematic dia-
gram of the introduction of perturbed cross sections in the assem-
bly vibration model in S3K is shown in Fig. 17. A central FA, FAi, is
displaced to the left direction, and the vibration is represented by
introducing pre-calculated perturbed CASMO-5 cross sections
corresponding to the modified water-gap width of d=2 in these
eight affected sub-nodes, as marked in the Fig. 17.



Fig. 15. Computed neutron noise induced by core barrel pendular vibration, at mid-elevation of the core.

Fig. 16. Codes used in simulation of neutron noise.

Fig. 17. Modification of cross sections when central FA, FAi (striped), moves to the
left direction. The modified cross sections, XS�d=2 and XSþd=2 are introduced in the
eight labelled sub-nodes.
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Perturbed cross-sections, XSþd=2, corresponding to an increased
water-gap width of d=2 are introduced in the four sub-nodes on the
right, belonging to the oscillating assembly FAi and the first neigh-
bour, FAi+1. Likewise, perturbed cross-sections, XS�d=2, correspond-
13
ing to a decreased water-gap width of d=2 are introduced in the
four sub-nodes on the left belonging to FAi and FAi�1 at a certain
time step. The introduction of the cross-sections in such a way is
essential to successfully model the displacement of FAi towards
FAi�1, while ensuring that the fixed computational mesh in the core
is conserved. The procedure is applied at every time step by appro-
priately modifying the delta gap widths between the involved fuel
assemblies. As mentioned earlier, the perturbed cross-sections cor-
responding to the negative delta-gap widths that are missing in the
pre-calculated CASMO-5 nuclear data, are obtained with S3K by
extrapolating the values to delta gap width of d. The maximum dis-
placement amplitude of the fuel assemblies that can be modelled is
limited by the distance between the neighbouring fuel assemblies.

In parallel, a set of supplementary PSI supporting MATLAB
Scripts for Input Deck preparation (PSI-SMSID) were developed to
facilitate the preparation of S3K input for simulating flexible and
realistic FA vibrations. The scripts allow calculation of the time-
dependent water gap widths between the chosen vibrating fuel
assemblies and their adjacent assemblies; and generate support
files to be included in the S3K calculation. A schematic diagram
of the PSI-SMSID methodology including input parameters and fea-
tures in support of S3K are shown in Fig. 18. It allows the user to
input dynamic water-gap widths to S3K, corresponding to different
vibrational patterns in terms of choice of vibrating assemblies, and
vibrational characteristics such as amplitude, phase and frequency,
etc., and patterns such as synchronized or unsynchronized vibra-
tions. With the help of the supplementary scripts, the improved
version of S3K lets the user impose any type of oscillation mode
(e.g. random, stepwise, sinusoidal patterns, etc.) and vibrational



Fig. 18. PSI-SMSID Methodology to consolidate S3K in evaluating time-dependent delta gaps for vibrating fuel assemblies.
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characteristics (i.e. amplitude and frequency) on both water gap
width sides of the vibrating assembly by preserving its geometrical
size. They also enable the user to impose pre-defined functions
representative of the vibration modes of the fuel assemblies. This
is done by creating an input vector of the axial shape by assigning
factored coefficients between zero and one to each axial node. In
other words, the FA is modelled to vibrate in a certain axial pattern
by displacing each of the axial nodes by a width, d, that is calcu-
lated using the coefficients and the water-gap widths at every
time-step. With the external support file generated with the in–
house MATLAB script containing the time-wise delta-gaps, S3K
performs transient full core calculations to obtain three-
dimensional time-dependent two-group fluxes. This modelling
scheme enables S3K to replicate time-dependent realistic move-
ments of the fuel assemblies and faithfully calculates the associ-
ated neutron noise in the core.

As the signals from the neutron detector locations in the core
are limited, the nodal three-dimensional time-dependent neutron
fluxes are also used to obtain the fast and thermal neutron noise
amplitude and phase. The detection and localization of the vibrat-
ing fuel assemblies is based on the spectral analysis of the neutron
detector signals. The methodology employs signal processing tech-
niques involving a standard time- to frequency-domain analysis
based on the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function,
which are implemented using MATLAB scripts. The detector signals
are unfolded to reveal properties of the neutron noise source. The
analysis includes radial and axial noise phenomenology based on
the assessment of the auto power spectral densities (APSD) of
the detector signals, and the phase and coherence between the azi-
muthal and axial neutron detectors. In the noise scenario of a FA
vibration, a resonance peak is observed in the APSD at the excita-
tion frequency, as well as an out-of-phase response between the
signals belonging to the fuel assemblies located at opposite sides
of the vibrating central FA (Verma et al., Jul. 2021). The presence
of a phase difference of 180 degrees between the signals is in prin-
ciple a characteristic feature, which can be used for localizing the
source of oscillation in a system, in this case, a FA vibration. A devi-
ation from the out-of-phase behaviour is typically seen when fuel
assemblies are vibrating in peripheral locations, where large reac-
tivity effects are present.

4.2. Numerical results

The results presented here are obtained for the four-loop West-
inghouse 15x15 mixed core PWR of the OECD/NEA transient
benchmark (Kozlowski and Downar, 2003). The neutron detectors
are located at few discrete locations in the reactor as shown in the
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Fig. 19. A set of eight radial in-core neutron detectors are modelled
at six axial locations each, and a set of four ex-core neutron detec-
tors are modelled at two axial locations each.

Out of the various possible modes of FA vibrations, the most sig-
nificant ones are the cantilevered mode at 0.6–2.0 Hz, where the FA
is clamped-free at the top but fixed at the bottom, and the C-
shaped and the S-shaped modes at 0.8–4.0 Hz and 5.0–10.0 Hz,
respectively, where the FA is fixed at both the top and the bottom
(Thie, 1981), as shown in Fig. 20.

Simulations are performed for noise scenarios based on the
three modes of vibrations for a duration of 35 s at a time step of
0.01 s. For demonstration, a case of vibration of 5x5 central cluster
of fuel assemblies is chosen to be modelled as synchronized pure
sinusoidal vibrations in three vibrational modes along the x-
direction with a maximum displacement amplitude of 0.1 cm.
The fuel assemblies cluster are modelled to vibrate at 1.2 Hz for
cantilevered mode and C-shaped mode, and at 5 Hz for S-shaped
mode. The results are shown for relative noise distribution, calcu-
lated in terms of coefficient of variation (CV) in %. CV is defined as
the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean value of the neu-
tron flux in the energy group, obtained at any given node located
at the core.

The relative noise distributions of the induced fast and thermal
neutron noise are shown in Fig. 21, Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 for the vibra-
tion in cantilevered mode, C-shaped mode and S-shaped mode,
respectively. The noise levels simulated by the in-core neutron
detectors and the results from the spectral analysis are shown in
Fig. 24, respectively, only for the case of vibrating assemblies in
cantilevered mode.

The results show that the axial noise profiles in Fig. 21, Fig. 22
and Fig. 23 follow the imposed noise sources and reflect the pre-
defined axial shape representative of the imposed vibrational
modes. In case of the cantilevered mode vibration, higher neutron
noise amplitude (1.8% and 2.5% for fast and thermal noise) is
obtained at the core-top compared to the core-bottom (0.8% and
1% for fast and thermal) as the mode is modelled such that the
FA is free to vibrate at the top while supported at the bottom by
the core-support plate, which introduces much larger water gap
widths at the top. The noise levels observed in the in-core neutron
detectors in Fig. 24(a) confirm the behaviour. In case of the C-
shaped mode, the core-lower and -upper support plates offer resis-
tance to the vibrations of assemblies from the bottom and the top,
and introduces wider water-gap widths in the middle, which is
reflected in the induced noise. In case of the S-shaped mode, the
time-dependent vibration of the FA is reflected in the noise distri-
bution, as it appears to be split into two symmetric halves axially,
representative of the S-shaped noise source. In general, the neu-



Fig. 19. Left: Radial layout of the OECD-PWR core model along with the labelled locations of the in-core, ex-core neutron detectors and the coolant loops. Right: Axial cross
section of a FA with 32 nodes.

Fig. 20. FA vibrational modes and associated frequency ranges.
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tron noise amplitude is slightly higher at the top-half compared to
the bottom-half due to the more negative moderator temperature
coefficient of reactivity at the top.

It is found that for all the three scenarios of FA vibrations, the
neutron noise distribution is symmetric around the oscillating fuel
assemblies. For illustrative purposes, the radial distribution of the
relative noise is only shown for cantilevered mode, as seen in
Fig. 21. In case of a vibrating cluster of assemblies, the relative
movement of the central FA is zero compared to the rest of the
moving cluster. This is understood from the way perturbed cross
sections are introduced at the level of S3K, as illustrated in
Fig. 17 previously. The vibration of the FA to the left and to the
right effectively cancels the perturbed cross sections of the central
FA. Therefore, the induced noise at the centre of the source is
almost zero, while the highest noise amplitude is obtained in the
adjacent fuel assemblies and the peripheral assemblies of the
vibrating cluster, along the direction of motion, as these assemblies
are impacted the most from the water-gap modification. The noise
decreases significantly a few mean free paths away from the noise
source. For a randomly vibrating FA cluster, the behaviour is mod-
ified slightly, and the noise amplitude is distributed uniformly in
all the directions radially. The neutron noise behaviour is qualita-
tively consistent in both energy groups, however, the fast neutron
15
noise is observed to be more diffused in the core due to the rela-
tively larger mean free path of fast neutrons as compared to ther-
mal neutrons. The thermal noise has higher amplitude because of
the higher relative impact on the absorption cross sections due
to changes in the water gap widths.

It is also confirmed that the phase response of the induced neu-
tron noise due to vibration of the central cluster is out-of-phase
between the two halves of the symmetric core, as expected. Fur-
ther, spectral analysis of the induced neutron noise in the fre-
quency domain reveals that the excitation frequencies of the
vibrating fuel assemblies in cantilevered mode are observable in
the noise spectrum at 1.2 Hz (excitation peak), as shown in
Fig. 24(b).

Finally, for the sake of brevity, only a few illustrative examples
are included in this section to demonstrate the capabilities of the
model based on S3K. Another possible source of mechanical vibra-
tion noise is core barrel vibration, which is modelled as collective
vibration of all the fuel assemblies in the core (Verma et al., Jul.
2021; Vidal-Ferràndiz et al., 2020). As the core barrel is vertically
suspended from the core-top, the noise source is modelled as
simultaneous vibrations of fuel assemblies clamped from the top
and moving freely at the bottom, similar to the cantilevered vibra-
tional mode of a 5x5 cluster of fuel assemblies, presented above.
5. Modelling strategy with KMACS-ATHLET-QUABOX-CUBBOX

5.1. Model description

Another strategy to investigate core barrel vibrations in a
nuclear reactor, similar to the methodology described in Section 4,
is to simulate the variations of the water gap between the outer-
most fuel element row and the core baffle as a simple model of
collective, coherent fuel element motions or core barrel vibrations.
In addition to the reaction of the core to different frequencies, the
dependence on the burn-up state of the reactor was investigated.
The reactor core investigated is a German 4-loop pre-Konvoi
PWR containing 193 fuel assemblies with a 16x16 lattice.



Fig. 21. Radial (top) and axial (bottom) distributions of the fast (left) and thermal (right) induced neutron noise due to vibration of the 5 � 5 central FA cluster in x-direction
in the cantilevered mode at 1.2 Hz. The radial distributions are obtained at the axial node where noise level is the highest.

Fig. 22. Axial distributions of the fast (a) and thermal (b) induced neutron noise due to vibration of the 5 � 5 central FA cluster in x-direction in the C-shaped mode at 1.2 Hz.
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The numerical simulations of neutron noise shown in this sec-
tion have been performed using a customized developer version
of the GRS in-house core simulator KMACS. KMACS follows a typ-
ical two-step approach:

	 First, the neutron physical properties of fuel assemblies are pre-
calculated in an infinite lattice for discrete energy groups and a
set of thermal–hydraulics and burnup states covering the
expected reactor conditions.

	 The second step is the core cycle calculation, which is an itera-
tive process. During this phase, the core is simulated based on
the nuclear data generated in the first step using a nodal neu-
tron kinetics solver coupled to a thermal–hydraulics code. The
calculated neutron flux then serves as input to a burnup mod-
16
ule, which updates the nodal core burnup state. This code
sequence is repeated for each burnup point.

KMACS delegates the aforementioned tasks to specialised
backend codes for which it provides input generation, code
execution and data management facilities. In this study, the
NEWT code from the SCALE package by ORNL (version 6.2.2)
is used for macroscopic cross section generation. The neutron
flux distribution is simulated by the coupled code ATHLET-
QUABOX/CUBBOX. ATHLET-QUABOX/CUBBOX is also used for
transient simulations in this study. ATHLET, a best-estimate
thermal–hydraulics system code from the AC2 package, and
QUABOX/CUBBOX, a 3D nodal diffusion solver, are both being
developed by GRS.



Fig. 23. Axial distributions of the fast (a) and thermal (b) induced neutron noise due to vibration of the 5 � 5 central FA cluster in x-direction in the S-shaped mode at 5 Hz.

Fig. 24. (a) Noise levels in in-core neutron detectors for the cantilevered vibration mode and (b): Power spectral densities obtained with in-core neutron detectors for the
cantilevered vibration mode. The dashed red line represents the excitation frequency of the vibrating fuel assemblies.
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Since neither QUABOX-CUBBOX nor ATHLET currently provide
models for dynamic geometry, two main technical extensions were
implemented in the coupled code-system ATHLET-QUABOX/
CUBBOX.

First, the water gap size dependence was encoded into the
macroscopic radial reflector cross-sections by varying the respec-
tive geometry in the lattice calculations and by introducing the
gap width as an additional dimension into the nuclear data tables
already parametrized by boron concentration and moderator
density.

Second, in order to control the spatial distribution and the tem-
poral evolution of the water gaps, a two-dimensional mapping was
added to the ATHLET input which assigns the water gap width as
boundary condition to a given radial reflector assembly positions.
The interface between ATHLET and QUABOX-CUBBOX was
extended, so that the water gap width could be communicated to
the flux solver and then be used as part of the reactor state in
the interpolation of the nuclear cross-sections at runtime. A
schema of the approach is depicted in Fig. 25.

5.2. Results

5.2.1. Steady-state calculations
A complete cycle was simulated with KMACS. Each burn-up

point was saved and the conditions at Beginning Of Cycle (BOC),
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Middle Of Cycle (MOC) and End Of Cycle (EOC) serve as starting
points for transient calculations with ATHLET/QUABOXCUBBOX.

The results of the KMACS cycle calculation were verified against
a SIMULATE reference calculation. The maximum deviation
between the two models for the critical boron concentration dur-
ing the whole cycle is below 14 ppm, which is satisfactory, thus
validating the KMACS model under nominal conditions.

Next, the nuclear data for the radial reflector were recalculated
for several water gap widths ranging from zero to the maximal
achievable space of about 2.6 cm in the fuel element row contain-
ing the most elements. The resulting curves for the absorption (Ra)
and the total (Rt) cross-sections are shown in Fig. 26 for nominal
thermal–hydraulic conditions. Nonlinear behaviour can be
observed starting around 1 cm.

5.2.2. Transient calculations
Two functions governing the gap widths were respectively

assigned to the southern and northern halves of the reactor. The
two functions are 180 degrees phase-shifted sinusoid functions.
The amplitude depends on the maximal achievable gap width in
a given assembly row, i.e. 2.6 cm for the first and last rows. This
(unrealistic) assumption was made in order to maximize the flux
changes caused by the geometry variations.

Unfortunately, the gap variations could not be fully constrained
to horizontal gaps due to model constraints: QUABOX-CUBBOX



Fig. 25. Schematic representation of the modelling approach.

Fig. 26. Water gap size dependence of the absorption and total cross-sections in the radial reflector.
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does not support anisotropic assembly discontinuity factors. This is
also the reason why no attempt was made to extend the model to
the analysis of vibrating fuel assemblies away from the reflector.
Therefore, if a reflector assembly whose cross sections are dynam-
ically changed to reflect the time-dependence of the north/south
water gap width also has an east/west neighbour, in effect the
water gaps are modified in both directions.

The following results were taken from a horizontal plane in the
middle of the reactor and a node located at the northern reflector.
The shape of the time evolution of the thermal flux in the measure-
ment node was plotted against the gap signal in Fig. 27 for an exci-
tation frequency of 0.8 Hz. It can be observed that the general
shape of the two functions appears to be the same, and that the
flux slightly lags behind the driving force.

As expected from experimental reactor measurements, Fig. 28
exhibits the rise of the amplitude of flux variations during a
burn-up cycle from the BOC over the MOC to the EOC. Compared
to BOC, the amplitude increased at MOC by a factor of 1.4 and by
2.1 at EOC.

To analyse the frequency domain of the thermal flux signal, the
Auto Power Spectral Density (APSD) was calculated for each of
the three cycle time points (Fig. 29). A peak is clearly visible at
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the excitation frequency xp (0.8 Hz). As the burnup increases, so
does the maximum of this peak. Aside from the excitation fre-
quency, the data for BOC and MOC show the occurrence of a
weakly developed second maximum at 2xp which could be caused
by non-linear effects. At MOC and EOC, this second maximum can
barely be discerned because of the different scale of the y-axis.

When the excitation frequency is increased to 8 Hz, not only
does a higher harmonic frequency appears in the spectrum, but
in addition, a peak at an intermediate frequency is observed
(Fig. 30). The trend, that the first peak increasingly dominates
the spectrum towards the end of the cycle, can also be found for
8 Hz. Further studies are needed to rule out numerical as well as
model artefacts and to thus corroborate the interpretation of
higher order frequencies.

Finally, an overview of the spatial distribution of the induced
fluctuations in the thermal flux, expressed as the difference
between the maximum and minimum value in each node, is given
in Fig. 31. The amplitude amounts to 0.74% of the static flux (nom-
inal gap widths) in the measurement node and reaches a maxi-
mum of 1.98% in the lateral nodes of the bottom and topmost
rows, in which the effect is overestimated due to the unwanted
east–west gap variation described earlier.



Fig. 27. Comparison of the time evolution of the thermal flux compared to the gap signal.

Fig. 28. Increase of the flux variations with cycle burn-up.

Fig. 29. Power spectral density of the thermal flux normed by the static flux (0.8 Hz). The y-axes have different scales.
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Fig. 30. Power spectral density of the thermal flux normed by the static flux (8 Hz). The y-axes have different scales.

Fig. 31. Spatial distribution of the difference between maximum and minimum
induced flux in each node of the middle horizontal layer.
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6. Conclusions

In this work, different types of methodologies for the study of
the influence of the mechanical vibrations of fuel assemblies on
the neutron flux in reactor core, have been discussed. These
methodologies employ the diffusion approximation to simulate
the neutron noise in the time or the frequency domain. The
diffusion-based approach is expected to be less accurate in the
vicinity of the vibrating fuel assemblies, but correct when consid-
ering distances larger than a few diffusion lengths away from the
perturbation. All methodologies provide consistent results and
can reproduce typical features of the neutron noise induced by
mechanical vibrations of core components. The neutron noise
related to the fast energy group has a more extensive spatial
impact in the reactor core because of the larger mean free paths
of fast neutrons. Spectral analysis of the neutron noise in the fre-
quency domain shows that the main frequency of the neutron
noise corresponds to the fundamental frequency of the mechanical
vibrations.

First, FEMFFUSION can perform simulations in both the time
and frequency domains. The efforts have been centred on showing
the consistency between the time domain and the frequency
domain calculations. Numerical results identify two different
effects in the neutron field caused by the FA vibration. First, a glo-
bal slow variation of the power is observed because of a change in
the criticality of the system. This effect is small and would be
20
compensated by reactivity feedback mechanisms in a real reactor.
Second, an oscillation of the neutron flux with the same frequency
as the assembly mechanical vibration is demonstrated. The corre-
sponding neutron noise is highly spatially dependent. For this sec-
ond effect, a very close agreement between the time domain and
the frequency domain approach is found.

Second, CORE SIM + can be used to study various neutron noise
scenarios in realistic three-dimensional reactor configurations. Its
numerical scheme in the frequency domain allows building accu-
rate models of neutron noise sources and to perform reactor neu-
tron noise calculations in an optimized manner, at a relatively
cheap computational cost. Examples of vibrations of fuel assem-
blies and core barrel in a PWR were analysed.

The third methodology is centred on using commercial codes as
CASMO-5, SIMULATE-3 and SIMULATE-3K. This methodology
allows time-domain simulations of the neutron noise induced by
different neutron noise sources in a nuclear reactor. In particular,
the modelling of fuel assembly vibrations is based on the perturba-
tion of the macroscopic cross-sections that is obtained from the
variation of the water gap of the vibrating fuel assemblies. Ther-
mal–hydraulic feedback effects are also included in the simula-
tions. Using this methodology, the characteristics of neutron
noise due to different vibration modes of fuel assemblies, with
and without additional fluctuations of coolant temperature and
flow, can be investigated.

Finally, a model for time-dependent geometry was imple-
mented for the code system ATHLET/ QUABOX-CUBBOX employing
a cross-section-based approach for encoding water gap width vari-
ations at the reflector to model core barrel vibrations. The
approach suffers from several limitations, the main one being the
isotropic treatment of assembly discontinuity factors in
QUABOX-CUBBOX, which induces an unwanted variation of the
east–west gap width while simulating north–south vibration and
also prevents the use of this model to the analysis of vibrating fuel
assemblies away from the reflector. In view of these shortcomings,
the applicability of the approach may be restricted to the study of
qualitative behaviour. Nevertheless, this approach has its advan-
tages since it allows examining the effects of cycle burn-up and
to combine the analysis with thermal–hydraulic feedback models
and noise sources. Moreover, results from advanced mechanical
models can be incorporated. Further analyses will have to chart
the applicability and explanatory power of this numerical model.

As future lines of investigation, there is the need to compare
these models and study the differences in operating nuclear reac-
tors. Also, it must be investigated the validity and limitations of
diffusion theory when analysing real neutron noise scenarios.
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Finally, some improvements in the modelling of neutron noise
sources are needed because the work done so far is focused on
PWRs and future efforts should also consider the modelling of neu-
tron noise in other type of reactors.
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